A. **Directions:** Fill in each blank with the correct word from the box.

1. The comedian is a perfect ____________ because he can make his voice sound like many well-known people.
2. Due to the ____________ of the issue, the mayor appointed a committee to study possible solutions.
3. Maya makes a perfect host, because she is able to ____________ anyone in conversation.
4. Often, our ____________ of people changes once we get to know them better.
5. The artist’s new exhibit is really just a ____________ of her previous one.

B. **Directions:** Circle the word in each group that is closest in meaning to the boldfaced word.

6. **variation**
   - complication
   - disruption
   - modification
   - comparison

7. **mimic**
   - imitator
   - aggressor
   - survivor
   - assistant

8. **perception**
   - respect
   - direction
   - understanding
   - strategy

9. **complexity**
   - reluctance
   - decision
   - complicatedness
   - program

10. **engage**
    - respond
    - involve
    - dictate
    - interact

C. **Writing Option:** Choose any two words from the box above. Use each word in a sentence that shows the meaning of the word.

11. ____________
12. ____________